**McGovern Will Talk To Muskie**

Jennett's letter from Senator Muskie

**WASHINGTON —** Sen. George McGovern, who has been asked just about anything about the watergate investigation, said he had no comment on the Department of Justice report released today by Attorney General Edward M. Kennedy.

McGovern took time out from campaigning in Virginia to answer some questions on the report, which he said was a "complete waste of time and money." He said he had not read the report and had not been given a chance to read it.
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Bartlett Backs Nixon Policy

JULY 4, 1972

CITIES SERVICE BEGINS LARGE PIPELINE JOB

A $10 million pipeline expansion project is under way
at the Cities Service Refining Co. Here, the pipe is
being inserted into the ground near the refinery.

STATE QUESTION PUSHED

JUNE 24, 1972

A state law requiring that all state workers be
members of a labor union is being challenged
in court. The law was passed in 1970 and affects
about 100,000 state employees.

CITY HOUSING PANEL FILES HUD LAWSUIT

JUNE 16, 1972

The city housing panel has filed a lawsuit against
the Housing and Urban Development Department
alleging that the department is not following
its fair housing guidelines.

MED CENTER GETS TRAINING CONTRACT

JUNE 8, 1972

A medical center has been awarded a contract
for training nurses in the area of mental health.

WINTERS' ASSISTANT TESTIFIES IN PROBE

JUNE 2, 1972

A former assistant to the city's mayor testified
at a hearing into the city's financial affairs.

SCHMITZ PREDICTS FIRST BURLINGTON WINS

JUNE 2, 1972

A longtime political observer predicts that the
first Burlington will win the city's mayor's race.

JURY INDICTS NORMAN MAN IN HIPJACKING

JUNE 2, 1972

A man is being indicted by a grand jury for
engaging in a series of bank robberies.

ABORTION—MURDER OR A RIGHT?

FAMILY DOCTOR CAN OFTEN HELP GIRL COPE WITH EMOTIONS

ASK DR. SAMI

JUNE 30, 1972

A doctor answers questions about the ethical
issues surrounding abortion.

CUPID'S SHED... EMU SHAG 50% OFF

JUNE 28, 1972

A store offers a discount on emu shag for
a limited time.

RIGHT STYLE ON WRONG GIRL

JUNE 28, 1972

A fashion model shows off the latest styles
at a show.

MALE FASHION NOTE...

JUNE 28, 1972

A column discusses men's fashion trends for
the upcoming season.
Grand Opening Savings!
Famous Brand Bedrooms Cost Less
Direct From Levitz Warehouse Now!

Register To Win $10,000 In Fabulous Door Prizes! Grand Prize Is a 1972 Mercury Comet...No Purchase Necessary

$397
A Bedroom Fit For A King And A Queen...By Barwick...
In Elegant Spanish Pecan...At Grand Opening Savings!

$197
Famous Lane In Rich Walnut
The elegant Italian look of beautiful, handcrafted, mahogany and walnut is faithfully executed by famous lane. This piece will add an exotic touch to any room...

$394
Singer 6-Pr. Spanish Pecan
Beautifully finished in a rich, Spanish Pecan finish with rich, matching hardwoods. Includes full-length mirror andenda and handcrafted...

$266
Rich Coved Spanish Oak
Elegant design with rich, matching hardwoods. Includes full-length mirror andenda and handcrafted...

Giant Warehouse Location
*Intersection
Of S. I-35
and
S.E. 44th Off Ramp

An Easy Freeway Drive To Big Savings

CONVENIENT BUDGET TERMS

OPEN TODAY...TOMORROW...10 AM TO 10 PM
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Jeane Dixon's Astrological Forecast

Your horoscope this week shows that your light and happy side will be evident in your interactions with others. You may find yourself surrounded by cheerful and supportive people, which can be quite refreshing.

Making plans or resuming existing projects will be supported this week. You may find it easy to communicate your ideas and work on projects. This is an excellent time to engage in creative activities or to pursue learning opportunities.

Remember to stay positive and maintain a balanced perspective. Your optimism and good energy will likely attract positive outcomes and support from others.

Future dates and times for Jeane Dixon's astrological forecasts will continue to be provided. Keep an eye on the daily forecasts for more personalized insights and guidance.